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 NET-compliant, and flexible enough to be used by any organization seeking an automated and versatile method for handling their requests. Users The cost of the service is based on the number of users in the organization. Users are billed in increments of 10 for each unique subscriber they register for the service, and the service can be used by more than one individual in the same organization. The
service allows for three tiers of users to be defined: •Level One allows for the maintenance and management of the services itself. •Level Two allows for the administration of the services themselves. •Level Three allows for the administration and maintenance of the services themselves. Support The customer service team of the company provides email support and technical troubleshooting for

problems with the products. Features Billing The billing service allows users to set up recurring billing for different periods. Users can create different pricing levels for different groups and allow users to assign specific roles to manage different parts of the system. The service allows for users to group their users by billing levels and by roles, and will create appropriate invoices. Additionally, users
can set their own rates and can bill their users on a single or recurring basis. Pricing The service supports two ways of charging. The first one is pricing by the user which allows for a custom pricing per user, as well as a total amount paid by the user. The second one is by the user at a set rate, and allow users to adjust the amount paid per user. The service allows for the configuration of a billing period.

The system can be configured to request payment at the beginning of the billing period, and will send out a reminder if payment is overdue. The service also allows for users to invoice their customers on a monthly basis. Mail System The mail system is hosted on Microsoft Exchange servers and allows for a variety of mailboxes to be set up, including shared mailboxes. The service allows users to
create custom mailboxes for specific departments. Additionally, users can create a shared mailbox for different departments to share documents, media, and other files. Document Management System The document management system is provided as a part of the Web Email service, and it provides secure and managed document management for all users, as well as access to documents in an instant.

The system is scalable, as it can be used by an organization with a few users, or a large organization with 82157476af
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